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FOREWA1ID 

Praise the writer for saying to God Ahnigh Allah SWT, who has 
bestowed His mercy on the author so that this boo can be published. The 
title of this book is Malim Religion which is carrie r out for two years in the 
Toba Batak region, especially in the center of M im Religion based in 
Hutatinggi, Laguboti, Toba Samosir District (fo 1 erly North Tapanuli), 
North Sumatra, Indonesia. In addition, the au or also visited several 
punguai1 (branches) in North Sumatra to visit as well as collecting data 
qualitatively especially observing the implementa on of rituals (worship) 
in the- Ma:lim Religion arrd collecting documents needed in writing this 
book. 1 

The presence of this book is actually a mani station of the author's 
concern for preserving the Batak culture which as so far escaped the 
attention of anthropologists, especially the spiritual culture which has many 
beliefs which are realized in the form of rituals and teachings of life related 
to divinity and-humanity wrapped-in Mallin Reiigi~n. These teachings are 
practiced by the people ofparmalim or adherents ofMalim Religion today. 

This book is composed of IX chapters, but thti main focus is only on 
comology, belief systems, rituals, teachings and r5ources of the Malim 
Religion law. In the belief system of the Malim Religion there is a known 
belief in_ "the owner of the kingdom ofMalirri' (pa.If.owp hm:ajaonmali:m) 
in Banua Ginjang (sky) consisting of Debata Mulajadi Na Bolon, Debata 
Na Tolu, Si Boru Deakparujar and Si Born Saniangnaga. While the ones 
named Raja Uti, Lord Simarimbulubosi, Raja Naopatpuluhopat, Raja 
Sisingamangaraja and Raja Nasiakbagi are referred to as "the owners of the 
kingdom of Malim" (partohap harajaon malim) ~- Banua Tonga (earth). 
Besides that there is also a belief in habonar which is an aide in 
j~stifying (mambonarhom) all kinds of human beh vior on the surface of 
the earth besides acting as witnesses, protecting giving warnings to 
humans. 

Ritual is the realization of beliefs in the which in 
anthro_polo_gical terms are called " religion in 
in addition to having a number of beliefs, he 
rituals as a manifestation of that belief in God 
beings. The types of rituals that exist in Malim H -'i'P--'F>JlVU 

(worship) weekly on Saturdays), martutuaek 
pasahat tondi (death ceremonies), mardebata 
mangan rra pa:et {bitter eating ceremoni·es and 
(Simarirnbulubosi birth ceremony), sipaha lima 
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( I · ). · ( It' ·n . mar.nasur.nasu .marpage .ceremony , man.ganggrr . se . ~pun catum 
ceremony). Most of the ceremonies. already existed and became part of the 

· Batak spiritual cuinJ.e of old or in the days before the birth of Malim 
religion. In this book, all the rituals are explained in a clear and profonnd 
way, starting from tlie legal basis of the practice to the way and the process 
of implementation. 

In the early chapters ofiliis oook, the author also gave a g1impse of the 
theory of the phenomenon of religion fmmd in Malim religion, as well as 
about cosmology, the identity and origins of the Batak tribe both from a 
historical and anthr0pological perspective as well as from the Batak 
Mythology. He also Jexplained about the social philosophy of the Batak 
people who had existfd in the history of the Batak namely Dalihan Na Tolu 
(DNT) dan "Suhi N1 Ampang Na Opat" (SUNANO). These two Batak 
social philosophies have become a reference in people's lives. Whereas in 
the last chapter, the author describes the history of institutionalization, 
organizational structure and fmancial resources of the Malim religion and 
the influence of other religions on Malim religion. 

·Finally, the authors realize that tlli£ book is far from perfect as a 
consequence of the wea..messes and limitations· that exist in the author. It 
was also realized that it was impossible for the entire component of Malim 
religion to be fully outlined in tt...is book, considering the complexity of the 
belief system, doctrines, myths and philosophies it contained. Further and 
in-depth study is still needed so that the teaphings of Malim religion can be 
compiled comprehensively. To the readers, the author expects input in the 
form of constructive criticism and suggestions in order to improve this 
book in the next edition. 

Medan, .15 October 2018 
Wast>alam 
The Writer, 

ProL D.r~ Ibrahim G.uJtom 
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1.1 Introduction 

MALIM RELIGION . 
TN 

BATAK LAND 

-CUAPT:E-.R I 
INTRODUCTION 

Indonesia is a ri~h country in tribes. One of the many tribes is Batak 
tribe who historically originally settled on the edge of Lake T oba, North 
Sumatra, Indonesia. Batak tribe in the context of Indonesia Raya is part of 
the Indonesian nation. This tribe is known to have a number of cultures that 
are parallel to other ethnic cultures. Marsden (1811: 301) acknowledges 
that the Bataks actually have a highly developed civilization with worldly 
.experience .in .the social, legal and religi.ous fields. S.imi.latl~, although it .is. 
relatively separate from influential cultures and religions in Southeast Asia, 
the Bataks have developed complex systems in the social, legal and 
religious fields (Pede sen 1975 : 15). -

From all the cUltural elements owned Batak tribe, he showed a 
distinctive cultural characteristics when compared with other ethillc 
cultures in Ind-onesia. He has a system of kinship, customs, law, art and 
religious belief system that is different from other tribes. Batak culture in 
the early process of ~ts development has been much influenced by foreign 
cultures. According to Pedersen ( 197 5: 17) at a time precisely after 2 000 
BC and before 150b AD, Batak culture was influenced by a Hindu
B.u.d.dhis.t civilization in .the so:uthe.m .and co.as.tal regions of North Sumatr.a. 
Foreign colonization may come directly from India or po~sibly from Java, 
but the most likely is from the Malayo-Minangkabau in West Sumatra. 
Related to this, Loeb ( 1972: 21) 1• also said that the most important Hindu 
cultural traits and features . entering the Batak culture are about the 
cultivation of wet qce, horses, plows, distinctive house forms, chess, 
cotton, spinning machines, a list of Hindu voca:bu1aries, re"ligious writing 
and ideas 

1A wider review.of this, see Parkin, 1.978. Batak Fmit Hindu Thought, Madra.s: The Christian Literature 
Society. 



Since Siraja Batak2
, known as the of the Batak tribe 

(Lumbantobing, 1996: 21) has religious beliefs can all be divided 
into three main parts, namely (1) cosmology cosmogony, (2) the 
concept of spirit and (3) against the ghosts, and ancestors of 
ancestors (Loeb 1972: 75). But the main thing is Batak people have 
confidence in God Almighty called Debata Na Bolon3

. 

In- addition-Batak peopie-also-have-a-number mythologies that teil 
about the process of earth occurrence and the the first man and so 
forth. About cosmology, Batak tribe divides this with three main 
parts namely Banua Ginjang (upper world), Tonga (middle world) 
and Banua Toru (the underworld). Banua Ginjang the highest kingdom 
of Debata lvfulajadi Na Bolon and the spirits of deceased ancestors. 
Banua Tonga is a place or arena for people to while Banua Torn is 
the abode of the ghosts and demons (Pedersen, 1 : 18). All forms of 
Batak mythology, cosmology and belief above are very 
prominent in Batak society life for a long period of so that at one time 
born Malim religion which is continued from elements of ancient Batak 
r.eli-gion-{Sidjabat, l-9-82: 327). 

The elements of this ancient Batak religion at 
as a religion. Only after the arrival of foreign 
mention of Batak religion that there are 
presence of the Malim religion aims to protect 
influences of Christianity, Islam and that are considered 
destructive (Pedersen I9/5: 4I). As is known at the mfluence of 

Christian may be said to have spread and throughout the 
Batak land. As a result many Batak people who I the religion of their 
ancestors. Not only that, even some of them are Christian priests. 

Most of the traditional beliefs and teachings atak were previously 
contained in the Malim religious l50.<1!. w.J..lJuc,".;-1 although there are 
acknowledged that there are some things that are included in them. For 
eXample, in the old Batak belief there was a named Bebata Asiasi 
known as Dcbata which is almost the same degree Debata Na Tofu (The 
third Debata), but not given offerings and not (Sangti 978 : 279). 
Whereas in the Malim religion, the name of Debata question is not a part 
of its ·belief system and has never been invoked and in any religious 
ceremonies (ritual). 

2Whieh is historically estimated to be born 1305 AD. (Sec Sangti, I 
Sianipar, PP- 22. 

:;The meaning of Debata lvfulajadi Nabolon in Batak language is the 

2 

Batak History, Balige: Karl 

of the Great and the Great 



King Na Opat Puluh Opat (hereaft-er: Naopatpuluhopat) pr~¥iously 
never known at all in Batak beliefs first in mythology and fairy tales, but in 
·religious belief Malim actually listed as malim or Debata envoy who is 
believed not only sent to the tribe Batak, but to all mankind that exist on 
the surface of this earth. As a manifestation of respect to him the Malimist 
shall call or call the ~~e of the ~a?patopuluhopat King in tonggo-tonggo 
(prayers) tooe offereojin every religious ceremony. 

In addition to thr trust o~ Deb~t~ Mulajadi. Na f!olon (h~reinafter 
Debata Mulajadi Nabolon) Mahm rehgwn also beheves m the eXIstence of 
other gods such as D~bata Na Tolu (hereinafter: Debata Natolu), Si Boru 
Deakparujar (Deang Parujar), Nagapadohaniaji and Si Boru 
Saniangnaga. While ~ot actually using the name "god" for the four names" 
it is almost certain tliat they can be likened to the gods of other tribal 
religions. They are referred to as subordinates or helpers of Debata 
Mulajadi Nabolon in accordance with the tasks assigned to each of them. 
These are all groups that have malara hruajaon (kingdom malim) in Banua 
Ginjang (upper continent) accompanying Debata Mulajadi Nabolon. In 
addition, the Malim religion also ·believes the existence of people from the 
Batak tribe who deliberately appointed Debata as his messenger or a kind 
of prophet that specifically brings the teachings of religion for the Batak 
tribe. They are King Uti, Lord Simarimbulubosi, King Sisingamangaraja 
and King Nasiakba~. The four "elected" are the owner of the malim 
kingdom in Banua Tonga (middle or eruth). 

In terms of the contents of religious ceremonies, the Malim religion 
also has a nwnber of ceremonies such as the weekly ceremony 
(mararisabtu), the birth ceremony (martutuaek), the ceremony of death 
(pasahat tondi), the eremony of Debata (mardebata), the bitter eating 
ceremony (mangan nl paet) ceremonies commemorating t!1e birthday of 
Simarimbulubasi (sippha sada) ·and the ·offering ceremony of the ·big 
offerings (sipaha li'rka). In · addition, there are other ceremonies that 
although not in the rltain ceremony, but still must be done, namely the 
marriage ceremony (mamasu-masu) and the purification ceremony 
(manganggir). 

L2 . .Focus .. of .the S.tu4Y 
Since the New O~der govemment, Indonesia has always paid attention 

to development in the field of religion along with development in other 
fields. The necessity of development in the field of religion refers to the 
philosophy of life of the Indonesian nation that is Pancasila, which is one 
of the five precep~ . is "B~li~f i~ the O~e Supreme". That ~s, that 
development m the field of rehgwn 1s something that should not be 1gnored 
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because the Rt1Jublic of Indonesia at the its formation is based 
on the spirit of trust in God Almighty as stated in preamble of the 1945 
Constitution. The implication is that in the mama:g~tnerlt of the state should 
not be separated from divine soul or belief in 
in the 1945 Constitution (1945), article 29 verse 2 
State guarantees the freedom of every citizen to 
and to worship according to his religion· ·and· 
. That is, every citizen is entided to determine '"'fl~·--··""'n 
belief as his speech. There are no barriers 
Indonesian citizen to determine his religious 
Likewise with people who do not adhere to any of 
government should not impose any sanctions on 
legal rule allowing such sanctions to be imposed on 

The foundation of the operational the field of religion, 
the government refers to the Guidelines of State (GBHN). The first 
GBHN is the Decree of MPR-Rl Number IV I I 1973 I on the 
Guidelines of State Policy (GBHN). It is in GBHN that the first 
men.ti.on. -of dewlGpmen.t in the field. of religion. Hl~'~tttt~:s - the r.ecognition. of 
groups that have belief in God Almighty. GBHN "the field of religion 
and belief in God Almighty" it reads as follows: ) On the basis of the 
Trust of the Indonesian nation against God · the life of religion 
and the life of belief in God Almighty is based on freedom to live and 
practice God The One is according to the philosophy; (2) The 
development ofreligion and -beliefin Goo is intended to foster 
the atmosphere of life in harmony among fellow people, fellow 
believers against God Almighty and between all people and all 
believers against God Almighty and improve the in together build 
community (Subagya, 1976: 125). 

Furthermore,.in the MPR Decree Number IV I I 1978,.Number II 
I MPR I 1983 and Nlunber II I MPR I 1988 on Guidelines of State 
Policy (GBHN) are reaffirmed by the sounds: "Belief in 
Almighty God not a religion (A) In order not to to the formation of a 
new religion: (2) To make effective the necessary of belief in God 
Almighty truly in accordance with the principle of in the Almighty 
on the basis of humanity fair and civilized t994: 35). The 
official names recognized in Indonesia under Law o. 5/1969 are Islam, 
Protestantism, Catholicism, Hinduism and .L.>UUUJ..u"~'ll• (Kartapradja 1985: 
4 ). the various tribes have not received t..l:le government 
into an official religion. The religion that was born in middle of the tribe 
is commonly called the original religion. With the original religion 
which is intended is a typical spirituality of a nati or tribe as far as it 
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ori.ginated .and diper .diper develop. in .the midst .of the nation itself and .not 
influenced by the spirituality of other nations or imitate it (Subagya, 1979: 
1). 

The original religion is formed from the culture of the tribe itself, 
which basically has dot been influenced by other great religious teachings. 
Therefore, the authenticity of a tribal religion is characterized by not 
mixing with the spiriljuarity of other re1igions ana essentially founa on1y ill 
closed society with o~her tribes. Religion that embodies such spirituality is 
also called ethnic religion, tribal religion, preliterate religion or simple 
religion (Subagya, 19r9: 1 ). One of the original religion that is intended is 
the Malim religion t:j:lat was born in the midst of the Batak tribe who 
domiciled in Tanah B.atak. Bec..a:us~ this religion is .a tribal religion then it 
may also be called local religion. 

Religious Malim as well as other religious 'beliefs that grew in the midst 
of tribes in Indonesia since the past continue to experience challenges from 
outsiders, even arguably experiencing the crisis of existence. This genuine 
religious crisis culminated in the Dutch colonial era in which the Malim 
religion fell prey to the invaders because of · eir discriminatmy treatmeilt. 
Its adherents are included in the category o "heathen" (heidenen) as the 
remaining residual fa tor or goods (Subagya, 1979: 240). Likewise, in the 
aftennath of independence Indonesia, this religion is also still experiencing 
obstacl~s in its development which thi~ t~e does not co~e from the hands 
of the mvaders, but emerged from within the country Itself At least the 
Malim believers felt that they had not been treated appropriately or had a 
place parallel to the other major religions. 
As already stated aboye, the religion which receive~ recognition from the 
Indonesian govemme~t according to Law No. 511969 is the religion of 
Islam, Protestant, Cailiolic, Hindu and Buddhist. The five religions that get 
legitimacy from ·the ·government to -be ·able to ·live and thrive in Indonesia. 
The law is still in force. The five major rehgions were .nurtured by the 
Indonesian government under the auspices of the Ministry of Religious 
Affairs. While the Malim religion has not received recognition from the 
government as an official religion.4 

Indeed, it can not be denied that the existence of the Malim religion still 
receives recognition from the government of the Republic of Indonesia, but 
not as a religion, but ! as an "aliaran belief' (Subagya, 1976: 135). The 
adherents are referred to as a group of inmates against God Almighty. The 
. I 
4In 2000 President Abdurrahman Wahid issued a Presidential Decree (Keppres) no. 6 Year 2000 About 
Revocation of Presidential Inslruction No. 14 of 1967 on "Religion, Belief and Clllnese Customs". The 
presidential decree allows only Chinese religious activities without the need for special permission and 
not an official religious recogriition. 



concept of the creed is a dogmatic idea, intertw · 
of various tribes, especially in the underdeveloped His main belief is 
the custom of living his ancestors in all time ( 1977: 87). According 
to the government, the flow of trust includes: religious streams; (b) 
Flows of belief I spirituality, spiritual matters in God A1mighty); (c) 
Religious mystics,_ cultural mystics, shamanism, · meditation I 
medicine, forecasting, paranormal metaphysics others; (d) Chinese 
temples and customs. Thus, the belief in God Ah~g;hty is only part of the 
widespread public belief (Depdikbud, 1994: 

Referring to the above definition, the nrn.JPn,m,l>nt clearly incorporated 
Malim's religion into a category of beliefs and not a religion. That is why 
the Malnn religion is under the auspices of the of Education and 
Culture which is specifically fostered by a called the Director 
General of Culture and not managed by the of Religious 
Affairs. The purpose of coaching is not to lead to formation of a new 
religion. That is, the flow of trust that exists · every ethnic group in 
Indonesia including the Malim religion continues be nurtured in such a 
way with the intention to remain as a 1'flow and· not as a religion. It 
was inspired by an understanding that the of a belief or belief in 
the One God is considered part of the national and the heritage of 
the spiritual wealth of the Indonesian nation. 

To explore further why the Indonesian people · general (as manifested 
in the MPR's decision) did not pass this Malim a religion, .perhaps the 
reason, fust; for reasons that are ideological olitical in addition to 
things that are subjective (Subagya, 1979: xiii). ideological reasons 
may mean that more and more religions are rec:ogilll2~eo as the number of 
ethnic groups in Indonesia is feared will lead to infidelity of fellow 
believers. Although religion can function to the community, but _ it 
may also trigger the conflicts (conflicts} of fellow · adherents and· 
among adherents themselves even more people are known as a 
plural society. In terms of political and subjective because it is so 
the Dutch government policy since the that did not give the 
opportunity to adherents to develop their religion belief. Up to the time 
of the Indonesian _government, the wisdom is enforced with the 
intention that its inhabitants are indirectly forced choose one of the five 
officially recognized religions. Secondly, it is to a deep lack of 
understanding from various parties including the towards the 
belief system, rituals and religious teachings of so that the people 
and the government still look to the eye and to reject this Malim 
religion· as ·an-official-religi-on. On things· when tu others; Malim 



religion can -be dassifi.ed as- a religion that .can qualifY if it -r.eters-to the 
definition of religion proposed by anthropology scholars. 

If this is the second thing that is the main cause of Malim religion 
should not be accepted as an official religion in Indonesia, it is very 
necessary Malim religion studied in depth. The focus of the study is 
directed to all components of religion itself. The problem can be 
formu1atea with a question that is, what is actuaTiy a form ofbe1ief systems, 
rituals and religious teachings of Mallin. By conducting a deep study, it is 
hoped that the general public can be more familiar with and understand the 
teachings of this religion. Given an objective understanding of the various 
parties, his influence will have a positive outlook on Malim religion. And 
th~ mQst impo.Itant thing is th~ chang~ Qf a..'titud~ frQm th~ cQmpet~nt 
parties to pass the Mi religion into an official religion in Indonesia in 
the future. . 

1.3 Objectives and Location of the Study 
This study was an ethnographic study that generally aims to obtain 

more in-depth information about Malim religion. In addition, specifically 
this study aims to deiermine the content of Malim religion and its latest 
practices in various forms of ritual and ceremony. This study was 
conducted in the location of Hutatinggi Subdistrict Laguboti Toba Samosir 
regency of North Sumatra as the center of Malim religious administration 
throughout Indonesia. The oqject of the study was the Malim followers 
who submitted to the head of Mali11~ religious center based in Hutatinggi. 
Therefore, if there i~a Malim (parmalim) religious believer who has a 
separate sect outside of the Hutatinggi group, it is not included in this 
study. In addition, · s study is not intended to seek the truth of the 
teachings it contains, but is limited to the study of religious anthropology 
-which·seeks to know 1he forms of-behef, ritual and doctrine, mclndi:ng from 
the perspective of its religious philosophy. Apart from the problem, this 
study will not discus it. Knowing all matters relating to Malim religion, 
this study can be useful to increase the treasury of science in the field of 
cultural anthropology, especially the field of religious anthropology. In 
addition, this study is expected to benefit all members of Indonesian 
society, especially thd government to serve as input (input) in developing 
Malim religion in the future. 

1.4 Method of the Study 
This study is an ethnographic study conducted using two methods of 

data -collection -ie -fieldwork {fieldwork) and l ibrary -research. Both -types of 
methods are intended to describe the Malim religion from various aspects 



especially belief, worship (rite) and To understand the 
phenomenon of Malim religion and its social phenomena, the 
reviewers used the basic techniques commonly in qualitative research, 
ie by observation and in-depth interviews to the nu.••uu followers. 

In the first technique, the author tries to erve all activities both 
associated with the ceremony (ritual) a!ld the of religious teachings 
outside the ritu:at In other words observe the · of groups or each 
member of the parmalim (adherents of the Malim ) in the midst of 
their society. With such techniques, writers can in depth the level of 
understanding and practice of their teachings in life. The second 
technique, the reviewer tried to interview the religious leaders, 
especially the chairman, other central board to obtain primary 
data about anything related to Malim religion. L'l several heads of 
branches and members of each branch were also Apart from 
both techniques, the reviewer also examined a of documents, 
especially historical records, letters and personal of previous Malim 
religious leaders. The documents are intended to the understanding 
in this study:. 

Aside from fidd research, the writer also -.,v~.~.uu•'-'•" library research 
which is useful to get data about history, calendar some mythological 
stories of Batak especially matters relating to the that exist in Malim 
religion. The material is obtained from various for example from 
books, writings, papers and papers. The material of library has made it 
easier for writers to review the history of Batak '"'"'"'"""'· .. .u. related to the 
history of the royal lineage of the traditional 
teachings before the birth of the Malim religion. 

The approach used in this study is the 
phenomenology. The study of religious 
overall study of human culture that emerged 
the world (Dupre 1975: 55). This method is 
comparison of religious beliefs and ceremonies ou.-t•uuUJ.0 

sacrament and sacrifice with the intent to 
importance of social life. The validity of 
environment that can be generally known as the nn:no~>OJ:Iny 
(Evans-Pritchard, 1984: 17). 

The study of religion in terms of pu•~u~IJ"'""~"YJ">Y 
symptoms of belief and ritual of a religion 
religions. Therefore there is also obtained from .., . ._ ..... ~:·u-.·uvJ<VJ', is the same 
essence of different phenomena. The purpose of study of religious 
phenomenology is not to show or expose the adv and disadvantages 
of a religion compared to other religions but to show that all 
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religions. are the ame (Kristensen 1969: 32}. It is argued that 
phenomenology is the study of religion by way of observation, description 
·and comparison of principles of religious life, such as prayer, faith, 
sacrifice, sacred objeets, sin, ceremonies, involvement, hope, the meaning 
of suffering, liberatiob, sacred and profane, mystical and so on (Subagya, 
1979: 40). 

Furthermore, according to Koentjaraningrat (1982 : 57-65), to study ihe 
principles of religion, there are three approaches that can be used. First, an 
oriented approach to eligious beliefs. Second, a human-oriented approach 
to the unseen and the third, a religious-oriented approach. To examine 
specifically the phenomena contain-ed in Malim's religion, the author uses 
these three types of approaches, since Malim as a religion also has a 
number of symptoms such as belief, ritual in addition to having its own 
teaching. 

1.5 Review of Literature 
One element of the seven elements of universal culture (cultural 

wliversal) is ''faith" o~ religion (Koentjaraningrat, 1985a: 218). This means 
that in all the human qultures that exist in this world, religion can certainly 
be part of the culture. In other words, there is not a single human 
community group thJt has no religion as one of its cultural elements. 
Religion is born becau~e it requires humans to be used as a tool to establish 
a relationship to the owner of nature that is supernatural or supernatural 
(supernatural). 

The term "religion" in Indonesia according to Paassen (1984: 375) 
should be distinguished his understanding with two meanings of religion in 
the sense of politics and religion in a scientific sense. Religion in the first 
sense describes it as "a belief in god and with the teachings, worship and 
?bli:gations associate~ -r-ith :~at -~elief-as far as -the h:_ldonesi_an ?overnment 
1s acknowledged. Wh1l

1

e rehg10n m the second sense 1s a behefm god I god 
and so on, as well as '"jith the teachings, worship and obligations associated 
with that belief. 5 However, although some scholars distinguish the meaning 
of "faith" with "religion", but in general in Indonesia the two terms are the 
same meaning (Hadik"Usuma, 1993: 16). The emergence of different views 
on the two terms is only due to the difference between the concept of 
cultural and religious r~ligions of revelation . 

5Koentjaraningrai uses the term "faith" for unofficial religion and ihe term "religion" for an official 
religion. (See Koentjaraningrat, 1985c, Mentoring and Developmental Culture, Jakarta: Gramedia, pp. 
144- 149)_ 



1.5.1 Theory .of the Religion Origin 
Since the frrst until now many have 

according to discipline · of their respective 
anthropological studies, scholars have tried to 
aspects. For example, about the origins of ~eligi 
studying the forms of human beliefs that exist on 
form of religious ceremonies (ritual). Jt is Tylor 
defines religion very simply (mi..'limum · 
assessment of the religious function. This study 1 

theory of"the origin of religion". According to · 
initially departs from the human consciousness of 

Furthermore, Lang ( 1898) led to a new 
different from Tylor, especially in terms of the 
he said that in every human soul there is a 

1 who study religion 
ledge. In terms of 

religion from various 
people in addition to 

earth and study the 
first examines and 

and without giving an 
then referred to as a 

"the origin of religion" 
existence of the soul. li 

move stronger due to weakness of rational human t:h;ougJ1t 
In contrast to Tyler's opinion, because of 

according to Lang that makes humans more · 
humans who live a simple life· that generally 
simple thought was born what is called · the 
Regarding the supreme deity, Lang declares that 
culture generally recognizes the supreme deity as 
universe and its contents; then the gods were 

In addition Frazer made a theory about 
humans. The intended theory can be caHed the 

of the soul". 
low society the low 
as the creator of the 
and worshiped. 

origin of religion for 
thought" theory7

• Still 

6 According to Tylor, life and death are a reality. When a human mind that is the sign of a living 
human being. Other times the human body may not be able to move as a sign that man is dead. So 
with it arises a sense of awareness that the "movement" is beca,1se i> something power that is the 
soul. At other times or in a dream state, people sometimes >ee the:mse:lve~ in other pla0es with a variety of 
behaviors (not where· they are sleeping). f-rom that· incident man· · to · distinguish· between his 
sleeping physical body as one part and himself wh.ile temporarily the other and this is what he 
calls the "soul". When humans dream, it means that the soul leaves temporarily. But when it is 
dead let alone destroyed, then broken relationsh.ip with the physical The soul is also "free" do 
sekehendaknya forever. Th.is nature is also filled with souls called spirits. Since then humans 
have begun to transform the awareness of the existence of the soul in the subtle creatures that 
inhabit the world around man (animism) and this is according to him lorm of religion. Then the 
next evolution of belief was born that believed that the living motion was due to the soul behind 
natural events. Th.is natural soul is then personified to be a god. (See , 1871, Primitive C'ulture into 
the Development of Mythology, Philosophy, Religion, Language, and Custom, London: John 
Murray). 

7 According to Frazer, the origin of religion sterns from the inability 
life because of the limitations of reason and knowledge. The more t$c:kward 
nanower the limit of reason. There tore, when humans hit with his mind problems solved witl1 

nature and helping in 
which he considers more 

objects of his self-infiltration. 
is a system of behavior to 

magic or invisible science. But not forever the magic is triumphant in 
solving the problem of his life. Theretore, man begins to believe in 
powerful than h.irnself. Man seeks a way of connection with the 
Thus was born what is called religion. Thus religion according to 
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associated with this,! Muller {1878) states that religion derives from the 
basic human need to seek something with respect to the ultimate power that 

· exists within itself and which controls its life and its natural environment. 
From that problem came the id~a of gods, spirits and gods8

. 

From the theory above it is clear that religion may be said to contain a 
~uman (spiritual) te~~ency to rel~t~ to the_ forc~s contained in the_universe 
in search of the meamng of something totally different from what ls known 
and experienced by man. That is, that within man there is a potential or 
instinct to recognize the forces of nature called "religious instinct" which is 
the d.riving force for man to establish relationships with power that exists 
outside himself Religion is intended to show the existence of a relationship 
ber.veen truiJl and thf unseen pQwer (outside of human power) based on 
belief and belief regardless of whether his culture is simple or advanced. 
Religion is also a way for people to supernatural powers in this case 
whether it is a ghost, a spirit or so-called God's call. When man believes in 
the sacred or supernatural and in the realization of that belief there is a 
connection with the holy through a ritual or worship based on the doctrine 
of the holy, man has entered into the jargon of religion or else the words · of 
man have a religion. 

In general scholars divideed religion into two categories namely 
religion culture and religion of the sky (revelation). The first is a religion 
that grows out of human culture or is shaped by the philosophy of society 
or ii may be becausd of the advice of a prominent person or co:tr..munity 
leader in a tribe. While the second type of rdigion is a religion that is not 
grown from human culture but formed by the revelation of god. In other 
words religion is revealed by the god from heaven through the prophet or 
his messenger. Eriksbn (1995) calls these two forms of religion with oral 
religion and written r,eligion. The first form is characterized by its nature 
which fulfills the ·w~ll of the local area, the absence of ·overly rigorous 
teaching and its union with the "non-religious" social aspect. Religion in 
this form is usually uhplicit in social practice something society. While the 
second form is charabterized by its nature which is based on sacred texts 
and is often "monoth~istic". In terms of practice he is somewhat separated 
from other social institutions. 

1.5.2 Definition ~nd Structure of Religion 
It is difficult to a!fee on a definition of religion (Scharf, 1970: 350) and 

no religious definition is truly satisfactory because of the diversity of 

achieve a purpose by relying on the will and power of spirits such as spirits, gods, who inhabit this nature. 
(See Frazer, 1980, The Golden Bough, London: Macmillan Press). 

8About this also see ano ther ok by Muller (1889, Natural Religion, London: Longmans, Green & Co.). 



religion itself (Nottingham 1994: 3). 
spelled out below are some of the opinions of <>v•-'~>r+c who are of course 
according to their own point of view. Some of defmitions of religion 
are as follows: . 

1. Religion is as a eace or reconciliation of 
which is believe'd to regulate and control 
life (Frazer, 1980: 222). 

2. Religion is the belief of a system of, ... •+<>r<>f'illi 

the customs of a society which together 
supernatural power (Malefijt 1968: 12). 

powers over to man 
universe and human 

in the sacred 

3. Religion is a unified system of various and deeds (deeds) 
associated with sacred objects, ie, exiled ~ij forbidden objects or 
beliefs and worship that unite all those who <rmbrace it into a moral 
community called the church (Durkheim, 19f16: 47). 

4. Religion (wherever) is the expression 9f a tprm of dependence on 
forces outside ourselves, the power we can s y as spiritual power or 
moral force (Radcliffe-Brown, 1986: 157). 

5. Religion is a system of belief' and worsliip -at is used· by various 
nations in their struggle to overcome the hig st problems in human 
life. Religion is a reluctance to surrender to death, to surrender in 
the face of failure and to foster a sense o hostility towards the 
destruction of the bonds ofhumanity (Yinger 1957: 9). 

6. Religion is: (1) a..<; a 1.:ys.tem consisting of vari us symbols acting for 
(2) manifesting in man a feeling and trong, thorough and 
prolonged stimulation, through (3) the form tion of consciousness 
to the realization of an orderly form of general rule and ( 4) 
envelops the consciousness with a of aura that seems 
genuinely authoritative, so that (5) these and stimuli seem 
to have their very unique and special truths 1969: 4 ). 9 

Without reviewing one by one the meaning in the definition 
of religion put forward above and without di · whether a religion 
is a cultural or religious revelation (sky), there are five components 
that usually become one unity that can not be in a religion. The 
five components are: (1) religious emotion, (2) system, (3) rites and 
ceremonies system, (4) ritual and ceremonial eq and (5) adherents 
of religion or ummah (Koentjaraningrat, 1982: 80). following will be 
spelled out the five components in passing. 

Religious emotion is a vibration that moves the ~~u•llaLll 
religious behavior. A man in a certain period 
exp·erienced the· vibrations of the· soul that is u· 1ter1de01 

9
The same written seen also Geertz ( 1973, Interpretation of Cultures, 
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last a moment. Of -CCilurse this_ is not so much the scholars who thoroughly 
review it even though religious emotion is an important thing in religion. 

March (1909) proposed a theory of the origins of religion in which he 
says that the root o some religion is the emotion or the vibration of the 
soul. The phenomenon arises :frciin the background of the sense of human 
adlJliration for the extraordinary thing that certain natural phenomena that 
can not l>e trans1ateany 1iis own reason. In the extraordinary pnenomena of 
nature, ancient men were supposed to possess incredible powers whose 
nature could not be explained by human reason, the so-called 
supernatural. 

10 I 
Koentjaraningrat (1982: 80) quotes Otto and Soderblon who have 

r~vi~wed the me;ming of religious emotion. Otto interpreted the religious 
emotion as "an attitude of awe or awe" to things that unseen again sacred. 
However, in essence can not be explained by human reason because it is 
beyond the reach of its ability. Whereas Soderblon only mentions that 
religious emotion is ''fear-mingling attitude" to things that are unseen and 
sacred (holy) "without giving further explanation. 

Furt_hermore, Evans-l'~rtitchard(t984: 37~9') qu6tes Crawley and Radin, 
both of whom have given a commentary on religious emotions. Crawley 
suggests that religious emotion is a kind of tone or quality of feelings that 
arise when making something sacred. While Radin highlights in terms of 
the vibrations of ~e soul which he implies as a feeling of raging, 
excitement, amazement and "solemnity in a deep heart". Thus, reli_gious 
emotion is a kind of inner feeling in every religious · practice and makes 
everything related to religious behavior to be sacred, regardless of where 
the place is done, what objects. are used, who the person is doing and when 
it is done. .AJthough I all of that before is something that is profane (not 
sacred) outside of religious behavior, but when it has grown inner feelings 
are fascinated -and resblted in the emergence -of religions emotions, then the 
place, people or obje9ts that profane was going to be sacred. 

According Koenljaraningtat (1981: 225) sacred objects (sacred) is 
actually nothing other than a symbol of society. By the scholars of the 
sacred object it is called totem. While the totem itself can be an animal or 
anything that becomes a sacred o~ject that serves to concretize the "totem 
principle" behind it, while the "totem principle" itself is a particular group 
within society clan or something else. 

10ln the Indonesian language, this extraordinary power can be called the supernatural power or magic 
power, while the worid of the unseen forces that can be called "the unseen worid" or "the unseen world". 
(See Koentjaraningrat, 1985b, Principles of Rites, Ceremonies and Religions, in Koentjaraningrat (Ed.), 
Transitional Rites in Indonesia, Jakarta: Balai Pustaka, p.19). 



The second co~ponent of reli_gion is the system. It is the main 
thing in every religion, because ail that is religion or religious 
worship usually involves certain ideas or beliefs one side and certain 
practices on the other (Radcliffe-Brown, 1986: 15 , In general rationalist 
religious theories accept responses and . beliefs religious and ritual 
elements as an outward translation of such and beliefs (Evans-
Pritchard-1984: 61): That is; no-one-is called-a reb:mun-if it has nu- belief in
things that are supernatural and has a religious as a manifestation 
of that belief 

In this connection, the supernatural can be 
the supernatural that is not the supernatural 
supernatural that manifests itself as human 
(Male:fijt 1968: 146-14 9). The first category can 
or jinn, while the second category is called ghost 
Supernatural is a supernatural world that uUJcucu" 1 

Because human beings can not enter the sur•errtattrrat 
limitations of their senses and minds, humans .. v ..... nu• realize at once 
believe that the unseen-wodd is :inhabited-by .cr.eatur.es and for.ces 
of natme that can not be mastered by humans the normal way. Man 
always seeks the ultimate power that dominates life and all the world 
around him. 

Because human beings are not able to solve th secret that exist in the 
unseen nature then begin to arise ideas about the e· · stence of gods, spirits 
ana gods wno then believed as the owner of the p wer ofnature ana not 
least human self itself. As a manifestation o that belief, religious 
ceremonies are created as a medium to bring people closer to the power of 
nature and at the same time make it a place of dependency, place of 
worship and worship. According to Goody (19

1 
1: 157-158) religious 

beliefs_ are pres_ent at a. time of non-human exis1:! ce revered by human 
I 

models. Religious activities are not merely acts o:f worship itself, but ail 
behaviors that are related to human being. 

Apart from the spirits in the form of ancestral gods and gods 
that became the core of discussion i.'l the belief "u"1rf>tn in fact there are still 
other aspects that fall into this category of u..,._.=·~ such as about t.lte 

and cosmogony) 
evil spirits and so · · 

occurrence of nature and the world 
(eschatology), about the existence of the power of 
on. 

In any tribal or religious religion all forms 
usually described in the mythology of the society 
That mythology is regarded as a reference that 
his beliefs about past events such as the process 
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in writing or not. 
'"'''+'H ... · .. and strengthen 

creation of gods, the 



.events .. of the .universe, .earth and .others. Trust .is .integrated .into tales. and 
rules. These tales an~ rules are usually considered sacred and are sacred 
literature in a religion (Koentjaraningrat, 1981: 230). While sacred 
literature is usually a ldoctrine, interpretation and decomposition as well as 
sacred tales and mythology in . the form of prose and poetry that tell and 
describe the life of

1 
spirits, gods and spirits in other tmseen worlds 

(Koentjarariingrat, l985b: 43-44). -while according to Maiinowski (194'8: 
100), the myth as it! exists in a primitive society is not merely a story 
narrated but also a dreamed reality. 

The system of rit~s or rituals is an important component of a religion 
because all religious Behavior is seen in ritual. Likewise, the value of belief 
in r~ligion is. r~v~a.1~4 in th~ ritnal itself In this. c.ase Dhava.mony (1995: 
184) quotes Raglan as saying that the rituals constitute religion, as we can 
see in practice. For the religious or most of them, ritual is not only a part of 
religion but religion itself. Religion - he says - consists of the execution of 
rituals. Thus, ritual is not merely a complementary component in a religion, 
but rather it is a religion i action or religion in action (Dhavamony 1995: 
167} 

The ritual form grows out of the culture of a society and the practice of 
each rite varies in evety tribe, although the religious significance of the rite 
is essentially the same. Goody (1961: 159) defines ritual as "a category of 
standardizet behavior (custom) in which the relationship between the 
means and the end is not 'intrinsic', i.e. is either inational or non-rational ". 
Within this general category of. fall magical action, which is essentially 
iiTational ("the standard category of standardized behavior where the 
relationship between means and the ends is not" intrinsic ", in other words 
either irrational or nonrational." Magi and religious acts are included in this 
definition, although bqth can be distinguished by other criteria). 

The fonns of religfons ceremonies -vary and are virtually identical in -all 
tribal rellgions in t~h1 orld. According to Gi 11 ( 1982: 77 -.89) a11 religious 
ceremonies can be cia sified into L;ree parts, therfirst is the transitional rite 
that occurs throughou the human lif~ cycle (rites of passage - life cycle), 
eg ceremonies at b · , marriage, death a..1d others etc. Second, is the rites 
ar1d ceremonies that o ·cur during the cycle of the year (annual cycle) which 
is based on the calculation of certain ethnic calendar, for example the 
ceremony of worship to the gods, ancestors and so forth. While the third is 
a religious ceremony about sacrificial offerings to the gods (sacrificial 
rituals). 

Especially about religious ceremonies relat~d to the journey of one's 
life is -called .the rites. . ! f .passage (rites. .of .passage). van .Gennep {197 5: ll) 
divides the rites and ceremonies into three stages of separaiion, transition 



and aggregation or incorporation. The stage of is the moment of 
release of a person from a particular social or the previous 
one. The stage cf transition or isolation is the time a person is cut off 
from ordinary commlli1ity life. That is, he does occupy a permanent 
stage of life in his society but is in the mid ( While the stage at 
the exposition is a ceremony of acceptance of a into a new social 
environment, for example, occupy the social level of "adult" or anything 
that indicates he has changed his social status. 

Religious ceremonies consist of human 
activities and actions are a form of worship to 
or other spirits in order to communicate with gods 

gods, ancestral spirits 
other inhabitants of 

tire unseen world- ·(Koen'ljaraningrat, l985h: 44): religi-ous ceremony is 
often pared into several elements and most · of which are: (1) 
studying, (2) sacrifice, (3) praying, (4) eating er, (5) dancing and 
singing, (6) proceeding, (7) play drama, (8) tastmg, (9) intoxication, (10) 
asceticism and (11) bersamadi (Koentjaraningrat, 1 1: 251). 

From the above description it is clear that the ceremony 1s a 
tooT or means to estalilisli a re1ationsliip with sur,errUttttral power tliat brings 
the impression of psycholgis not only to · man, but also to all 
members of the congregation of the faithful . In because in general 
ethnic religion is based on myth, then religious · can revive and 
reinforce the beliefs that exist in myth. Above the ritual actually 
provides a depth of meaning and a .pulse of the lif~ of religion. 
While the myth itself requires ritual for a understanding of its 
meaning (Dhavamony, 1995: 185-186). 

More specifically the function of rites for a 
religious ceremony is; First, the rite carrie~ tribal1llv.1uu'vl m a common 
assemblage; Secondly, collective activity of rite becomes an 
opportunity to focus on renewing (reaffirming) the of their fellow 
solidarity; thirdly, the rite produces excitement 
feelings begin to disappear and each member itself as an inward 
unity through their sacred objects (Evans-Pritchard 984: 620). 

In every ceremonial ceremony usually a number of religious 
ceremonial equipment (religious paraphernalia) widely used and the 
objects of the equipment become imperative COtliD4C~ne:nts in a religion. 
Usually the equipment consists of three parts, parts of equipment · 
consisting of the place where the ceremony was like a mosque, 
hall, church, pagoda, stupa and so forth. Second, of equipment used at 
the ceremony are performed, for example, musical food in the 
fonn of offerings ·and- other equipment considered- H~,..rarl· 
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While-the third is a piece of equipment in -the form of clothing worn by aU 
participants of both male and female ceremonies. 
· The last component of a religion is the followers or congregations of 
the religion itself In fue study of anthropology or sociology the social unity 
of a religious people r ecording to Koentjaraningrat (1982: 82) can take the 
form of (1) the nuclear family or other kinship groups, (2) larger kinship 
groups such as Clan, c1an, , c1ans ana others, (3) community unity sucn as 
village, village combined and others, and, ( 4) organization or religious 
movement. 

1.5.3 Preliminary Study • 
Th~ s.tudy of the Bataknese cormllilnity, in facJ has been done by many 

scholars, but all the studies are still based on the history of the struggle 
Sisingamangaraja and Batak culture. While the study of the religion of 
Malim is not much. Yet if viewed in terms of history, Malim religion has 
long existed in the midst of the Bataknese commmlity and its existence 
until now still survive with his many followers. 

From the entire study ofBatak there can be grouped in:to four parts of 
the group. The first group is a study of Batak culture in general as did 
Parkin (1978), Verfouwen (1986). The first reviewer discusses the 
influence of Hindu 1ulture on Batak culture, while the second discusses 
Batak society and Bafuk custom law. 

TI1e second grol
1 

is a study that discusses Batak's beliefs as reviewed 
by Bartlett (1973), bing (1956) and Sinaga (1981). The first examines 
the role of dukun (d tu) in community life. The second examines Batak's 
belief in the god De ata Mulajadi Nabolon, the gods, ancestral myths and 
spirits. While the ~ird try to review the theological side of theism 
contained in the beli f Batak. He argues that the original religion of Batak 
contains trancendenc · (-beyond human ability, supernatural, spiritual and 
extraordinary) and in\manence (the presence of gods in the world). While 
the third group is a study made by Hirosue (1988) which discusses the 
resistance parmalim (Malim Relegious proponents) Nasiakbagi11 and 
parhudamda12 against the Dutch colonial government. The fourth group is 
the special one studying the Malim religion. According to information 

11Nasiakbagi is one of the · Debata (Debata messenger) who according to Malim's belief is the 
person who inaugurated the Batak religion into the Malim religion. He is also one of the owners 
of the malim kingdom on especially in the Land ofBatak. It is believed that Sisingamangaraja is 
indeed Nasiakbagi. Explanatiqu of this, look at the next chapier. 

12Parhudamdam is a group followers of Sisingamangaraja XII and Nasiakbagi who are deliberately 
formed as an extreme group a daring squad. In this case, see Sangti, 1978, The History of the Batak, p. 
72 and H. Harris Bartlett (I . The Labor of the Datoe, Mchig:an: Center for South and Southeast Asia 
Studies of the University m 1..,,u·!S"u, p.l5). 



received from the Malim religious leader, the of the Malim religion 
to date has only two. Both of these master thesis stU:<lH. !S are conducted by 
"Sihom:bing (1994) and Siregar {1996). The first attempts to examine 
the theological perspective comparing two between Catholicism 
and Malim religion; Discussion of the study on the problem of sin 
and salvation. From the results of the study there no similar concept of 
"sin and salvation" bet.veen the two religions. 

The second examines the sociological ""r'""·tc 
and its implications for the change of Malim. management, 
especially after the release of the State Policy 1973 and 1978 
and Law No. 8 of 1985 on Community Organiza ·ons (CSOs). All these 
rules and laws are referred to as external factors at may affect Ma1im's 
religious change. With the government's policy this religion is still 
recognized as a "irehef in one· -God" ·or "a flow of uelief' ·and not a 
"religion". 

Religion Malim is recorded as a believer or zation against God 
Ahnighty and his congregation is referred to as I a group of believers 
towards God Almighty. The results of this study flso show t.1.at despite 
such government policies, the Malim religion bafed in Hutatinggi has 
indeed undergone administrative change, but th9 change has brought 
Malim's religion towards a more positive change, especially in the coaching 
of its followers. It is characterized by the Malim reli~· ous situation that still 
survive and his movement is known to grow more w dely. 

From several studies that have been done befo e it is clear that until 
now ther-e has been .no study of the. Malim .religion , om .the. point of study 
of religious anthropology. Accordingly, it is reasona le that the reviewer is 
particularly interested in studying it specifically profoundly from the 
perspective of religious anthropology, especially ' his belief system, 
rituals and teachings. In addition, because Malim a religion known to 
still crowded adherents, it is necessary to the organizational 
stiUcture and· financial resources. 
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